Gawler
Friday 24th July 2020

Stewards M Fernholz, J Evans, J Jones, G Barber
Veterinary Surgeon Dr M Hague
Late Scratchings SUPER BLU WEIGHT VARIATION 10 DAYS

Race 1 G-SIX THE BUNYIP OPEN MAIDEN SERIES FINAL 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LONG GULLY DINO.
Turning into the home straight FLOSSY HILL turned its head outwards at YOU MAGIC GIRL and was reported for failing to pursue.
-FLOSSY HILL was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days. Stewards acting under GAR 69A (2)(a) suspended FLOSSY HILL for 28 days Gawler only and until the completion of satisfactory trial.

Race 2 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the first turn NEW VARIETY moved down checking QUICK BURN. Entering the back straight NEW VARIETY ran onto the heels of QUICK BURN.

Race 3 G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the turn off the back straight IROQUOIS LADY checked around the heels of WARRIOR JAKE. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 4 G-SIX NIXON'S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE 400m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LEFEVRE LILL.
Entering the back straight NIPPER ZSA checked around the heels of SO FOXY. Along the back straight JULIET ECHO raced wide.

Race 5 ACCELL THERAPY OPEN STAKE 400m Open
-Turning into the home straight STIR CRAZY checked around the heels of SUTTON FRANKIE. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6 SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (N/P) STAKE 400m Masters
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MOTOWN KENNY.
MAHI INDIAN and SELECT ALL were both slow to begin. Along the back straight DOLLY JO lost ground appearing injured. Approaching the turn into the home straight NUT ALLERGY moved out checking SELECT ALL and FILTHY PHANTOM. Turning into the home straight FILTHY PHANTOM raced wide.
-DOLLY JO was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 90 days.

Race 7 GIDDY-UP STAKE 400m Grade 5
-MCALPINE was slow to begin. Turning off the back straight BLAZIN' REGGIE moved out checking MISSY TWO TOES. Turning into the home straight MCALPINE moved out checking LILLEHAMMER causing LILLEHAMMER to race wide.

Race 8 THE BUNYIP STAKE 531m Grade 6
-On the first turn WILLOW ROSE checked around the heels of MOMBASA BEN then moved out contacting RAPID RESPONSE. Turning off the back straight MOMBASA BEN was held up for a run behind RUSTY FURY.

Race 9 GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 531m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SWEET ON ME.
On the first turn HAMMY TIME made contact with the running rail then checked around the heels of GOT MY WAY and moved out checking PREMIER DOUBLE.
-HAMMY TIME was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 10 G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE 400m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SOL'S BUDDY.
VICTA NASH was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-On the first turn PRIVATE moved down checking ABIGARRADO. Turning off the back straight HE’S ALL OURS ran onto the heels of HOPEY GIRL. Turning into the home straight ABIGARRADO raced wide.

* Published subject to correction upon revision